
MARCH: 
CHAMPAGNE COCKTAILS 



Ah, Champagne. We love the champers.  

But how did this sparkling white French wine gain 
popularity in America?  

I’ve no idea. That’s a story for a wine club.  

We’re here today to talk about Champagne (and 
sparkling) cocktails. 



  The earliest known mention of  a cocktail called the 
Champagne Cocktail is actually accredited to Mark Twain. 
He mentioned the drink in his 1869 travel book “Innocents 
Abroad.” 

  At the time, a champagne cocktail very much reflected what 
other cocktails of  the time were: 
  base spirit (Champagne) 
  additional spirit or liquid (a bit of  brandy) 
  touch of  sugar 
  touch of  spice or bitters 

What is a Champagne cocktail? 



  Since then we’ve adapted a slightly simpler recipe 
for the Champagne Cocktail: 
  sugar cube 

  bitters (typically orange) 

  pour of  champagne 

  citrus garnish (lemon peel) 

The evolved Champagne Cocktail 



Let’s drink a champagne cocktail! 



  No. Like other breeds of  cocktails, champagne 
cocktails run the gamut from simple to very 
complicated, combining the stuff  with multiple 
other spirits, fruit for punches and cobblers 

  Most popular varietal of  champagne cocktails is 
that which is called the “royale.” E.g., Kir Royale: 
crème de casis + champagne. 

Is that all? 



  One of  my personal favorites, since it involves adding gin to champagne. 

  Originates at Harry’s New York Bar in Paris by barman Harry 
MacElhone, in 1915. 

  Combination of  gin and champagne had such a “kick,” said to have felt 
like one was “being shelled with powerful French 75mm howitzer 
artillery piece,” also called a 75 Cocktail or soixante ouinze, en Francais  

  Popularized in America at the Stork Club 

  First appeared in recipe in The Savoy Cocktail Book (1930) 

The French 75 



Let’s drink a French 75! 
  2 ounces gin (presumably dry) 

  1 ounce lemon juice 

  1 spoonful of  sugar 

  top with champagne 


